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Abstract— In this paper an arithmetic and logic unit is 

designed of 32 bits and in addition its status register also 

added in this design. Its design is done by Verilog which is a 

hardware descriptive language. In this design arithmetic 

operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division is done and it also includes bit wise logical 

operations like and, or, xor. The flag of the status register is 

get manipulated according to the output of the ALU.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper proposes a technique to design and implement a 

32 bit ALU with status register which is in the present day 

technology, there is an immense need of upward suitable data 

communication interfaces for real-time embedded systems. 

Field programmable gate array (FPGA) offers various assets, 

which can be programmed for build up a competent 

embedded system. 

FPGA is an integrated circuit design to be 

configured by a consumer or designer after built-up hence it 

is named as “field programmable”. The FPGA configuration 

is generally specified using a hardware descriptive language. 

Verilog- HDL is a hardware descriptive language 

used in electronic design mechanization to describe digital 

and varied signal systems such as FPGA and integrated 

circuits. It become IEEE standard-1364 in 2005. 

This design a digital circuit that performs 

arithmetical and logical operation and manipulates the status 

flags with respect to output. 

II. DESIGN AND CODE 

A. Design of ALU 

The design of ALU is consist of two inputs of 32-bit and an 

output. Selection is also given to choose which operation to 

be performed. It is provided of 4 bits. 

The selection provided in design is given as follows: 

Arithmetic Functions 

Selection Function 

0 Addition(a+b) 

1 Subtraction(a-b) 

2 Subtraction(b-a) 

3 Multiplication(a*b) 

4 Division(a/b) 

5 Modulus(a%b) 

Table 1: Arithmetic function of ALU 

In the above table arithmetic functions are 

mentioned as in case of addition carry is get generated for any 

case then for that an extra bit is get padded before the MSB 

bit with the output so if carry is get generated in the output 

then it will get stored in that padded bit. Then selection I and 

2 both are subtraction but at he difference is taken vice versa. 

For Division quotient is stored in the output and modulus is 

the remainder. 

The logical function are follows: 

Logical Functions (bit-wise) 

Selection Function 

6 Not 

7 And 

8 Or 

9 Xor 

Logical Function (logical) 

11 Not 

12 And 

13 Or 

Table 2: Logical functions of ALU 

The above is the logical function table is provided 

so as selection is taken of 16- bits if any remaining case occurs 

then for that a default selection is provided which adds the 

input, in bit wise operations is get performed bit by bit. And in 

case of logical complete number is taken in account. 

B. Design of status register 

The design of status register is made after the ALU as it is 

depend upon its output. As in this design status register 

consists of four flags i.e sign, carry, overflow and zero. 

The bits of status register is given below: 

Bit position Flag 

31 sign 

30 carry 

29 Overflow 

28 zero 

Table 3: Flags of Status Register 

Remaining bits are get reset. The above mentioned 

flags shows the following conditions in the output 

Sign flag is if zero then the output will be positive 

else negative. Carry flag indicates than carry is generated in 

the output. Overflow indicates that the output is out of range 

of the ALU. Zero flag sets when the output is zero. 

C. Verilog Code 

module ALU (a,b, out , sel); input [31:0] a,b; 

Input [3:0] sel; Output [31:0]out; Output [31:0]status; Reg 

[31:0]status; always @ (in,sel,out) 

Begin 

case (sel) 

//Arithmetic Functions 

:   {carry,out} <=a+b; 

:   {carry,out} <=a-b; 

:   {carry,out} <=b-a; 

: {carry,out} <=a*b; 4 : out<=a/b; 

5 : out<=b%a; 

//Bitwise Logic Functions 6 : out<=~a; //Not 

7   :  out<=a&b; //And 8 : out<=a|b; //Or 
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9 : out<=a^b; //XOR 

//Logic Functions 

11 : out<=!a; 

12 : out<=a&&b; 

13 : out<=a||b; Default: out<=a+b; endcase 

end 

always@ (a,b,sel) Begin 

Status [31] <= out[31]?1:0; //sign flag 

Status [30] <= carry?1:0; //carry flag Status [29] <=({carry , 

out[31]}==2’b01)?1:0; 

//overflow flag 

Status [28] <=(out==1’d0)?1:0; //zero flag end 

endmodule 

III. ARCHITECTURE AND SIMULATION 

A. Architecture of ALU 

 
.the coding of ALU in verilog is done by keeping this 

architecture in mind. That two inputs is provided to get one 

output according to status register get manipulated. 

 
Fig. 1: RTL schematic of ALU 

The RTL schematic is obtain by xylinx .here it is 

clearly visible that the inputs present at the left hand side and 

output is present in the right hand side. Carry is just an 

additional bit used to store carry if occurred in addition. 

 

This is the RTL schematic related by the code which 

is given to the xlinx software. It contains combinations of 

digital gates like and or and xor it has also presence adder 

comparator, multiplexer. After looking to the design the 

further process is the simulation of the design i.e putting 

values and verify the output. 

B. Simulation 

It is the part of design where the design is tested that the 

design is meeting our expectation or not. If the output is 

matching as we expected then the design can be implemented 

it reduces the time of after implementation as we burn this 

design without simulation then if it not works then we have 

to again check and correct it after implementation which 

consumes a lot of time and may also damages the IC. 

 
Chat 1: Batch mode Output of Design 

This is the batch mode output which shows the 

output on right hand side and status bits are also get 

manipulated according to the operation performed. The time 

taken is also very less so as this is a combinational circuit so 

clock is not included in the design but to provide input clock 

is present and the total time taken is 120 ns as each input is 

given after 10 nsec. And for selection 10 which is not 

provided in the design the default function is also get in play 

and get checked. 

As in the sel 6 output is showing a large digit no 

because here unsigned bits taken. At sel 12 where the output 

is coming zero the zero flag bit of the status register is get set. 

So the design is working correctly. 

 
Fig. 4: Waveform of simulation 

This is the waveform of a combinational circuit it 

does not show any clock so numbers are showing in the 

waveform. As in the output it can be seen that at 60 nano sec 

the status register bits get manipulated. And at 100 n-sec the 

output is “0001” as output is coming zero and the zero flag is 

get set. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As in now a days everyone wants his work done in time, 

nobody wants to wait. This design is combinational and it 

works in fraction of seconds. So this design is a very less time 
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consuming and can be implemented in the FPGA kit and can 

be used as ALU is the unit which perform all the calculations 

then if it works fast then the whole system time is also get 

reduced. 
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